
HR without smartContract CLM: 
Longer time-to-hire, disorganized contracts
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Problem

• Physical storage of contracts not only limits access but also increases the chances of 
documents getting lost or being accessed by unauthorized personnel;

• Employment contracts and other HR contracts are often based on templates that get 
regularly reviewed and updated in disorganized archives and folders;

• Without technology to support self-service contracts, HR teams often have to involve legal 
professionals for new contracts;

• Inability to track key events like probation periods and performance reviews in the HR 
contract lifecycle;

• Bottlenecks in getting contracts signed by the right people.

Contract management in an HR setting involves the creation, delivery and ongoing maintenance of 
staffing services including recruitment, training, development and compensation. But due to the 
collaborative nature of HR contracts, it becomes difficult to have a frictionless contract workflow to 
create, execute and store them in a secure manner.
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How CLM systems help HR teams

Benefit 1: Easy HR contract creation

• Automated templates let anyone create contracts, even those without a legal background.

• Ensure that the language in your contracts is consistent and compliant using the standard clause library.

• And when you do need to involve a legal professional, enjoy dramatically faster contract drafting with smart 
suggestions powered by AI and ML.

Benefit 2: Stay aware of all upcoming contract-related actions

• Customizable reminders for any event in a contract’s lifecycle help you stay on top of your contracts.

• Easily track amendments or actions taken by any stakeholder throughout the contract lifecycle.

Benefit 3: All contracts at your fingertips

• Central and secure online storage for all of your contracts with smart search and filtering to help you find any 
contract without delay.

• Permission-based roles ensure only those who are authorized can access the documents.
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Benefit 4: Better candidate experience

• Streamline your hiring process by centralizing and tracking all hiring documentation and activity.

• Optimal HR contract management makes sure that job and task duties are correctly stated, further 
benefiting the process of selecting suitable candidates.

• Send offer letters, contracts, NDAs, and other onboarding forms to new hires securely. See your 
contract status at a glance and send signature reminders as needed.


